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The study programme Business Economics is designed for students who seek Asseco, Bloomberg and platform Forex
are used in teaching applied economic courses. chief accountant; project manager; financial consultant/ analyst; tax
advisor Writing a short essay (related to the field of Business Economics),; A brief.

Spiratuality in Public Administration Words 6 Pages. Is it possible to say that the difference in ethnic cultures
raises problems in the process of forming a team? Digital Age in Business Although digital transformation is
not such an interesting topic as five years ago, modern technology development still affects the business
sphere and add new possibilities to the improvement process. Try us because this is where you can get one of
the best proposal topics for your Master of Business Administration thesis at a very fair price. Learners and
faculty with diverse backgrounds come together from all over the world, contributing to a holistic perspective
of a global business mind- and skill-set. Academic and professional competence:Application of academic
knowledge in research in the field of analysis of financial statements Elective Course 3 Advertising This
course is designed to explain advertising in general. The semester abroad at a partner university is a
compulsory part of the curriculum. Degree Requirements. International Economics The implementation of the
course curriculum allows students to master the basics of the international economics, the international
division of labour, the global market and the globalization of the world economy, the subjectsof the world
economy, the type of international economic transactions, competitiveness in the international economy, as
well as the instruments regulating international trade, global and regional economic and financial integration,
the transition in international economics andthe problems resulting from the global economic crisis, and the
role of countries in rapid economic development - BRICS in alleviating the current crisis. Thesis writing will
test your writing skills as well as research. Because there are so many different specialties and concentrations
in business, there are naturally many thesis topics for students to choose from. The social programs. How do
company strategies change after changing the leading management and why is it useful? How to stop the
construction of nuclear power plants and switch to alternative ways of obtaining electricity? Students are
enabled to successfully follow and master complex language structures of the business English course which
ensues, both in written and oral form. III year Accounting and Auditing Auditing Theoretical, analytical and
applied knowledge of negotiating, planning and carrying out an audit, along with an introduction to all
auditing relevant methods, techniques and procedures for successfully conducting an audit in modern
environment. Business school â€” university-level institution that confers degrees in business administration
or management. They become your mentor and some would say they become your psychologist and they
certainly become your teacher in trying to ensure that you stick to the topic, look after yourself physically and
mentally and stick to the timet. Small businesses Large companies have many sources to improve the quality
of products and their advertising. You will be guided by experienced academic staff who will help you further
develop your critical thinking and research skills. After completing and passing the course, students should be
able to provide customers with high quality and relevant financial statements, applying modern techniques of
financial reporting. Application forms for admission to the bachelor thesis. But it is evident that high school
students cannot fully engage in assessing the development of the business market and industry. After
completing and passing the course, students should be able to apply modern techniques and to know how to
actively participate in the design and implementation of accounting information systems in organizations
where they will be employed. The process of growth of a fitness franchise. After completing this course,
students will be able to understand all stages of human resources management process: They will also be able
to consider human resources management not only as a way to develop highly educated and motivated
employees, but also as a way to meet organization's strategic objectives and maintain a competitive advantage.
The business field has greatly evolved over the past years. How can professionals use Facebook and other
networks to increase the productivity of their team? Forensic Accounting The aim of this course is that
students acquire theoretical and practical knowledge in the field of forensic accounting and master forensic
accounting techniques. Course outcome is the acquisition of skills in the usage of French and preparation for
DELF exams according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages Chinese Language
1 Chinese Language I is a creatively designed multimedia course that focuses on introducing basic rules for
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reading and writing Chinese characters, phonetic transcription pinyin , correct pronounciation of phonemes
and tones, functional sentence patterns, practical dialogues and the most interesting aspects of Chinese culture,
history, philosophy and modern Chinese society. The focus is on balanced development of all four skills: oral
and written understanding and communication.


